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In 1970's, a. student of the University of Science and Technology of China
posed independently an interesting conjecture:

Put 6 points in a given square arbitrarily, then there must be at least one
triangle, formed by three of these points, with area not greater than 1/8 of
that of the square. And the upper bound 1/8 is the best.

It was known afterwards, however, that the above is one of the unproved
assertions published in a paper of M. Goldberg [1], in 1972. Then, people
found that it's unexpectedly difficult to verify the conclusion, see[12j, where
the problem was answered definitely for the first time. An English version
appeared recently[13]. But what about 5 or 7 points? Problems of this type
are called Heilbronn problems.

In general, Let K be a planar convex region(which means a convex set
with non-empty interior), \K\ the area of K\ for any triangle rir2r3 , using
(riJ'2''3) denote its area; a.nd let

\ i , j , k = l , -

Hn(K) = j_L m »x{(r 1 r 3 . . . r t l ) \Ti € K,i = 1,- • - .n) .

The values Hn(K), n = 3,4, • - - denned as above are called Heilbronn Num-
bers. If {ri ,r j , - ••,!•„} is a subset of A" such that
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we say that {i"i,rj,- • -,)"„} or riT2---ra is a Heilbronn arrangement of n
points in K, simply, an H-arrangement in K.

In this paper we drop the K in Hn(K), write Hn to denote the Heil-
bronn numbers for K, when if is a square or parallelogram. There have
been many works on estimating the order of Hn, see [2-11].

Heilbronn conjectured in 1950 that there exists a constant number c such
that

Hn < c/n7.

This assertion was disproved in a paper by J. Komlos et al., who showed
theexistaice of a constant c satisfying

c(logn)/n* < Hn.

On the other hand, Komlos et al. proved in 1981 that

H« < cfn«,

for some constant c and /i = 8/7 - c = 1.1428 • • • - f, ( > 0.
As we shall see, it is very difficult to compute the exact value of Hn,

even as n is a small integer. May it be hopeless to find an analytical formula
of Hn for general n, at least in this century.

In his paper [1], M. Goldberg considered the exact values of the first
several Heilbronn numbers. Besides •'be triviakases, Hz = Hi = 1/2, he
asserted that Hn can be reached by some affine regular n-gon contained in



the square, i.e. there must be an affine regular n-gon j^r j • • r n in K such
that n^(fi»"2 • • • rB) = J5Tn, for n < 8. And he listed these values as follows:

= 0.1909 -

H6 = i = 0.125,

ffT = 0,0794 •••.

But he did not g ive any proof.

The authors of this paper have examined assertions of Goldberg. Our
results show that only one of the above three is true, that is H6 = 1/8. By
a careful and detailed analysis, the authors have obta ined

Hs= ~ = 0.1924 ••.,

H6 = I = 0.125.
8

The former disproves Goldberg's conjecture for n = 5, the lat ter confirms i t for
n = 6. And we proved by an example that

H7> ~r = 0.8333 •••> 0.0794 •--,

this gives a negative answer to Goldberg's conjecture for n = 7. From these
discussions, we know tha^in general, Heilbronn arrangements in a squaTe
are not necessarily affine regular even for a few points. For the exact values
of Heilbronn numbers, these results are the firstlings proved strictly.[14]

This paper gives a complete solution to the Heilbronn problem for 5
points in a square. As to the problem for a triangular region A, please refer
to [15] where we proved

= 3 - 2>/2,

2 Lemmas for Convex Regions

Suppose K is an arbitrary planar convex region, at first we take up with the
geometric properties of those convex 5-gons, whose vertices form Heilbronn
arrangements in K.

Lemma 1 Given a convex b-gon r i r j • • • rg whose vertices form an H-arran-
gement in K where K is a planar convex region with unit area, then, among
the triangles with vertices taken from {rj, r j , • • •, rg}, there are at least three
triangles of area HS(K).

Remark 1. Say a triangle r,-rji*fc to be prophery if r,-,r.,•,»•* are three
adjacent vertices of r^rj ••-rg. Without loss of generality, we suppose K
is with unit area, so that (r ir2 • • -r s) = Hs(K). In this case, by a simple
argument we can know that if (^ryrt) = H$(K), then the triangle r;rjrjt
must be prophery.

Lemma 2 Let K be an arbitrary planar convex region with unit area, and
r i r 2 •••T$ a convex 5-gon whose vertices form an H-arrangement in K, then
one of the following two must be valid:

• There are four peripherical triangles of
having the smallest area;

getting Hs(K), i.e.

• There are only three peripherical triangles ofrir2 • • • r s getting Hs(K),
and the other two have a common vertex.

L e m m a 3 Let K be an arbitrary planar convex region with unit area, and
r^r-i •••rs a convex b-gon whose vertices form an H-arrangement in K, then
both the following two are true:

• Any two neighbored interior angles have a sum greater than 180°;

• r j , r j , • • •, rs € dK, the boundary of K.

Remark 2. We call the common edge of two adjacent interior angles to
be a big edge if their sum is not greater than 180°.

Lemma 4 Let K and
lowing two holds:

be as above, then at least one of the fol-

-rs hat at least four peripheral triangles getting Hs(K);

• three peripherical triangles get HS(K), the other two have a common
vertex on dK, (in this case we call such a vertex a "big vertex"), and
the support line of K through the big vertex parallels to its opposite
edge and diagonal when the support line is unique.



Remark 3. Because areas are invariant under affine transformations,
any parallelogram is equivalent to a square, any triangle to a regular one
and any ellipse to a circle for studies of HeilbTonn numbers.

Proof of Lemma 1. It is easy to know that if rir2 • • -rj is an H-
arrangement, then there are at least two peripherical triangles with areas
equal to H&(K), the smallest of areas of all the 10 triangles. Otherwise,
if rir2r3 is theuique triangle of area (rir3 • • T 5 ) , by a Bmall perturbation:
ri *~* r'u (M shown in Fig. 1), we have

(r1r2r3r4r5) =

which means rir2 • • • r5 is not an /f-arrangement, contradiction!
Now we want to prove that there are at least three peripheries which have this

smallest area. If not so, there should be two cases:
CASE a: These two smallest peripheries have a common edge as shown

in Fig. 2: (rir2r3) = (rjr2rs) = Hs{K). We can make a sufficiently small
perturbation rs *-* rj, along 7-sr4, such that

-rs),

(Tlr2 • • - r 5 ) , (r'sr3r4) • -r5).

This means that (ri---r4r£) = (rir2---r5), i.e. rl'--r4r
l
5 is also an ff-

arrangement in K and only one of its peripheries gets the smallest area.
That is impossible.

CASE 6: These two smallest peripheries have a common vertex as shown
in Fig. 3: (r2r3r4) = (r4r5r1) = HS(K). We can make a sufficiently small
perturbation; of ri i-+ r[ along rxr2 such that

-r5),

• -rs), (rinr3) > (nrj • • -r5).

This leads to (r[r2 • • • rs) =s (rjrj • • • r5) thus r^rj • • • r5 is an ^-arrangement
with only one smallest periphery. That is impossible, too. G

Proof of Lemma 2. If the lemma is not true, then there are only
three peripheries get the smallest area and the other two, say, rir2f3 and
rir2r5) haye a common edge as shown in Fig. 4. Make a sufficiently small
perturbation r2 <--» r2 along T2TI such that

= (nr2 • • -rs),

( r i r 2 r 3 ) • - r 5 ) , • • - r s ) ,

that is, rir27-3r4rs is also an ff-arrangement with only two smallest periph-
eries. This contradicts Lemma 2. n

Proof of Lemma 3.

i. If r\T2 • • • rs has a big edge rir3 as shown in Fig. 5, we can easily know
that it must have two peripheries with, areas greater than the smallest
and with a common edge. This contradicts Lemma 2.

ii. If not all ri, r2, • • •, rs e 8K, say, rj $ OK, then T\ and the intersect point
r of r2f3 and rsr4 cannot lie on the same side of the line r3r4 since
there is no big edge. Make a sufficiently small perturbation ri i-» r\
along rri, outwards but not to exceed the boundary of K, as shown
in Fig. 6, then we get a new 5-gon rfa •••r5 satisfying

> (rir4r5) >

min{(r2r3r4), (r3r4r5)} = (r,rj

TS),

TS),

rs) (Lemma 2).

Thus, (r^rj • • -rs) = (rir2 • • -r5), while at most two peripheries of the
former are the smallest. This contradicts Lemma 1. •

Proof of Lemma 4. If both are not true, then as shown in Fig. 7, rj
is a big vertex, and the support line pdoes not coincide with /, the parallel
line of T-JTS through ri , so we can take a point r'x on K, sufficiently close
to rj, such that r[ and r2 lie on opposite sides of /. This small perturbation
fi H+ rj keeps

meanwhile increases

Thus we get a new 5-gon r\r2 •••rs with (r[r2 • • -rs) = (r\r2 • • -r^) but only
with two peripheries to be the smallest. This contradicts Lemma 1. Q



3 Computing H$ for a Square

The first four lemmas are applicable to any planar convex region. Now we
limit our discussion to some special regions.

Lemma 5 If K is a parallelogram or triangle with unit area, convex h-gon
r i r 2 . . . r5 is an H-arrangement in K and has a common vertex with K, then
there are at least four peripheries with the smallest area.

Lemma 6 // convex h-gon r^r? • • -r5 farms an H-arrangement in a paral-
lelogram K, then there must be a convex ft-gon affinely equivalent to the old
one, that also forms an H-arrangement in K and has a common vertex with
K.

Proof of Lemma 5. It is easy to see that TiT2---r$ has at most
one common vertex with K. Otherwise, ft appears either a big edge or
two peripheries with a common edge and with areas greater than Hs(K).
This contradicts Lemma 3 or Lemma 2. Let us go to prove there is no big
vertex that this lemma can be deduced from Lemma 4. By D denote a
parallelogram.

I: K — Djj^s&t. Without loss of generality, we assume rs = si.
It is easy to know that every edge of K contains one of ri,r2, r3,r4, say,
Ti E 5,-ii+i{l < t < 4;35 = Si), as shown in Fig. 8. Otherwise, there must
be two peripheries with a common edge and with areas greater than H$(K).
This leads to a contradiction. Furthermore, rjcamotbe higher than r4, that
is, jr2̂ 2J 5- l ^ i l - (Otherwise, we can draw parallel lines through T2,T\ and
get a new parallelogram •a'j.Sj^i which contains r ^ - - r5 such that the
areas of the two parallelograms satisfying

as shown in Fig. 9, hence # 5 ( 0 * ^ . 9 ^ ) > / ^ ( D A ^ A S ^ ) . That is impos-
sible since two parallelograms have the same Heilbronn number). Thus,

and analogously, (f^rsr*) > (r3r5T4). The two inequalities means that rs
cannot be a big vertex. Otherwise, ̂ r j • - • rs must have three peripheries with
areas greater than HS(K). By the analogous argument we knowWither r2

nor r3 can be a big vertex. And obviously, the support line of K at ri is
unique but not parallel to r5r2, so t̂  cannot be a big vertex, by Lemma 4.

Analogously r4camatbe a big vertex, too. Thus, by Lemma 2, there are four
peripheries with the smallest area since no big vertex exists, so the lemma
Is true when A' is a parallelogram.

II: K = 31S2S3. Without loss of generality, we assume r5 = Si. It is
easy to know that if T\T2 • • -r$ is an ̂ -arrangement in K, then each edge
of S1S2S3 contains two of ri, r^, • • •, r5 and with its midpoint between them
as shown in Fig. 10. (Otherwise, as shown in Fig. 11, we can construct a
new triangle s^s'jS^ which contains rirj • • • r$ with (»[4*3) < (31*2*3). This
leads to Hs(s'ls2s'3) > H^SiS^ss), a contradiction). Thus

(nrsn) > (nrbr2), (rir5r4) > (r3r5r4),

this means that none of r$,r),r3 can be a big vertex. And by Lemma 4,
obviously, neither ri nor r̂  can be a big vertex. So the lemma is true when
if is a triangle. •

Corollary 1 Let K and firj- '-rs be as in Lemma 5, and r§ the common
vertex of them. Among the peripheries, the uniquely possible one with a
greater area is

Proof. It was shown in the proof of Lemma 5 that

> (r3r5r4).

We need only prove (r2r3ri) = ( ) ( )
Otherwise, say, (r2r3ri) > (rir2 • • -r$), we can make a sufficiently small

perturbation T̂  i-v r[ along r i ^ , as shown in Fig. 12 or Fig. 13, which keeps

such that

-rs).

Thus, rjrj • • • rs has at least three peripheries with areas greater than Hs{K),
so that r[r2 • • • r$ is not an F-arrangement in K. This leads to r\r2 • • • rs
not being an h-arrangement because

(r[r2---TS) >



Proof of L e m m a 6. If rxr2 • • -rs forms an ff-arrangement in Osi 5333.94
and there is no common vertex, say, r̂  € Sifli+i (1 < t < 4) and rs £ Sis?
as shown in Fig. 14, then we have rjr4 parallel to rir$. Otherwise, we can
construct Us'{8%a%8'l which contains r^r-i • • -r5 with |ai*2*3.s4| <
see Fig. 15. That leads to a contradiction.

Draw $'2s'3 parallel to r$r* through r2 and extend rsr4 to meet line
at s'4. Putting a't = r&, we have a new parallelogram Q s i s ' j S ^ with

as shown in Fig. 14. And D j ' ^ j ^ j i contains 7-^3 • • -rs because the latter
has no big edge. Thus r1ri---rs is an H-arrangement in •,s'1s'j^s4 with a
common vertex s[ — 75. •

Corol lary 2 If a convex b-gon T\T2 • • -rj which is not affine regular and a
parallelogram siS2S3S4 has no common vertex, then the former cannot be an
H-arrangement in the tatter.

Proof. Otherwise, we can construct Osi$2s3.s4 which has a common
vertex with r i r j • • -rs and the latter is an H-arrangement in the former, as
shown in Fig. 14. By corollary 1 we know

= (rxr27-3) = fa^n) = (r3r4rs) = (r^ • • -rs).

On the other hand, r2f4 parallel to fjrs, hence (r4rsri) =
Thus, all the peripheries have the same area, that means r ^ • • -rs to be
affine regular. This contradicts the hypothesis. D

Now let us go to compute HS(O) and find corresponding /T-arrangememt.

Theorem 1 iTs(O) = \ /3/9 .

Proof. At first, if the convex hull of {ri,r3,- • • ,rs) is not a proper
pentagon, then there exist positive integers i,j,k,l : 1 < i,j,k,l < 5 with
rt £ AnrjTk, so

(rirj • • T S ) < (rifjrjti-j) < - • (r,Tjrfc) < - .

On the other hand, i t was known that there exists an affine regular pentagon
r i r 2 ' ' 'rs inscribed in the unit square such that

(See Goldberg[l]). This means that if five points form an H-arrangement in
a square, then their convex hull must be a proper pentagon.

To compute H$(O), we assume r i r 3 •• -rs and CI.siJ3d3.s4 has a common
vertex without loss of generality because of Lemma 6. Choose the coor-
dinates of r,-,*;- as shown in Fig. 16. By Lemma 5 and Corollary 1, we
have

| | 4 , r3r4 | | r2r5 , riT2 | |r5r3,

1

where || stands for 'parallel'. Thus

1 - f r _ y 1 - y _ b b

a — 1 x a 1 1 — x a

These can be reduced to

x = y , a =^b, ar = l — a2.

So the computation is reduced to

maximize ( r i r j - • -75) = ^ -o(l — a2),

s.t. (rirsr4) > (rirsr^), i.e. 0 < a < 1 - a2.

The result is

# s =max{{ r 1 r 2 - - - r 5 ) | r i r 2 - -T 5 C as 1 s 2 j 3 s 4 } = — ;

the maximum is reached when

VS . 2
a = —, hence x = - ;

and the corresponding arrangement is shown as in Fig. 17. D

Theorem 2 In the sense of affine equivalence, there is only one H-arran-
gement of 5 points in a parallelogram.

Proof. If there exists another H -arrangement rj r2 • • • r j which is affinely
different from Fig. 17, then r j r j • • - r | and Cl.S1S3.S3.S4 must have no common
vertex. By Corollary 2, the former must be an affine regular pentagon.
Thus,

K r ; - • • r j ) = i ( 3 - v ' 5 ) = 0.1909-••< —• = 0.1924 •••,
4 f

10



i.e. it is not an H-arrangement, as shown in Fig. 18 or Fig. 19. D

Theorems 1 and 2 give a complete answer to the Heilbronn problem for
5 points in a square. The result is beyond our expectation.
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